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TheTIP International Seminar  

Session 2 - Theatre Practices against Islamophobia 

 

The European TheTIP project explores theatre as a tool for fighting Islamophobia. It also wants to 

contribute to a more extensive line of study about the use of art to raise awareness, sensitise and 

denounce Islamophobia. 

 

The project aims at supporting and developing spaces for interaction and debate between 

organisations, researchers, experts and people interested and engaged with the subject. 

Best practices and innovative models from all member States were collected through desk and field 

research to stimulate civil contribution and new policies to fight Islamophobia and discrimination. 

 

The seminar's objective: the conference aims to share and exchange good theatre practices against 

Islamophobia implemented by different actors and organisations in Europe. Representatives from 

European entities and organisations will present their work. We will invite questions from the audience 

and a discussion after the talks. 

 

Day: 20th September from 12.30 pm to 2.30 pm 

Mode: virtual, Zoom 

registrations: info@patothom.org 
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Participants 

 

Forn de teatre Pa'tothom - Speaker: Jordi Forcadas 

The Forn de teatre Pa'tothom wants to integrate different cultural expressions using theatre as a tool to help 

people. The crux of the matter is that the theatre has a social sense and everyone can participate. Pa’tothom 

wants to fight against the structures which favour the social exclusion of some vulnerable groups.  

Description of the practice: Forum Theatre: “The unbearable banality of the subject”. After a year of 

implementation of a process with almost 25 participants, a play against Islamophobia has been produced, which 

aims to fight this "normalised" social injustice. 

 

Giolli - Speaker:  Roberto Mazzini 

Giolli Cooperativa Sociale is active in national and international projects, working with different target groups, 

mostly young or marginalized groups, and using Theatre of the Oppressed (T.O.) as the primary method to 

explore their daily experience and social problems, and to facilitate processes of change. 

Description of the practice: “Stories of Everyday Islamophobia - Online forum theatre as a tool 

against Islamophobia”. Three workshops have been held online to prepare a selection of Forum-Theatre 

scenes related to ordinary Islamophobia in school, the labour market, public space, hospital, housing, etc.  

 

La Candela Teatro y Comunidad, Speaker: Javier Garcia San Miguel.  

La Candela Teatro y Comunidad is committed to personal and social transformation through theater. 

Believing in the power of theater to generate change and create a more inclusive, empathetic and supportive 

society. Theater is a space for dialogue and social reflection. 

La Candela is a close, peaceful, inclusive, educational, committed theatre, with a woman's name, participatory 

and community-based. A theater that accompanies you.  
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Description of the practice: Since 2020, La Candela has worked with Red Incola in the fight against Islamophobia, 

through the Forum Theater. They will tell us about their experience in the TIP project, and also about other 

projects with similar themes in which they are participating.  

 

Mission Locale and Théâtre des Bords de Saône – Nicolas Duplot 

Théâtre des Bords de Saône is a theater company based in Neuville sur Saône, next to Lyon. The company gathers 

professionals from different horizons around the compelling needs to question the essence of life entertainment. 

Dailay concerns, observations of the outside world, and diverse encounter inspire and guide us to the issues of 

our creations.  

 

For several years, the Company of Théâtre des Bords de Saône has been developing work around the forum 

theatre practice and is exploring interactive theatre for young people and adults. It allows to approach society's 

problems in a different way and to reinforce the dialogue between people from different social, cultural and 

geographical backgrounds, on themes that are sometimes difficult to tackle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


